OFF THE FLOOR

‘Acid Tracks’!”
Could you tell us about ‘Move Your Body’, your
track after ‘I’ve Lost Control’?
“Everybody used to say that track wasn’t house
music,” Jefferson says, “although it says, ‘Gotta
have house music’ in it. Ron Hardy was banging
that at the Muzic Box, and Larry Sherman, I
paid him 1,500 dollars to press up a thousand
copies, and he didn’t press it up till nine months
later. Meantime, Ron Hardy had an exclusive,
and I gave Sleezy a copy, because he was king
of the Muzic Box. He wanted to get it in Frankie
Knuckles’ club too [The Warehouse], and he
gave him a copy on cassette, and it hit the whole
scene. Frankie’s best friend was Larry Levan from
New York, so he started playing it at the Paradise
Garage. People were flying in from all over the
country, record buyers, to hear Larry Levan,
because they knew if he played it, it was going to
be a hit.”
06. A legend resonates globally
“Somehow Alfredo got a copy, and started
playing it in Ibiza, with Danny Rampling, Paul
Oakenfold, Carl Cox and Terry Farley. Carl Cox was
definitely playing it back then. They got turned
on by Alfredo, and took it back to London. The
next thing I know, Jazzy M [who Grooverider
calls the godfather of UK house, signing Orbital’s
‘Chime’ to Ozone Records] is calling me from
London, talking on the phone for three hours.
What the fuck was his phone bill back then?
It was money to call international. And I was
talking up Jamie Principle, y’ know, and Mr
Fingers, like, ‘Yo, you’re mine (he casually A&Red
Larry Heard’s Mr Fingers ‘Can You Feel It’ among
many more). Jazzy M played ‘Move Your Body’
on the radio, on LWR in London (the pirate that
started off life as London Wide Radio).
“Then a whole load of reporters flew into
Chicago, from The Face, i-D, Melody Maker,
NME, all ringing me, right? Jazzy M gave them
my number, I start getting interviewed, Larry
Sherman still didn’t want to put out ‘Move Your
Body’, until the reporters got around to him. ‘I
know all about house music,’ he said, so Larry
took them to all the house clubs, to about five
clubs that night. Every club was playing ‘Move
Your Body’ off cassette. Every single one of them,
and what happened back then when ‘Move Your
Body’ came on off cassette? Argh! Larry Sherman
pressed up ‘Move Your Body’ the next day,
thousands of them.”
07. A legend pays it forward
Scroll through Discogs, and Marshall has

recorded with everyone. He has made stars of the
first wave crew of Chicago, ‘house’ hold names:
Byron (Stingily) to Kym (Mazelle), and ever since,
whether it’s Tom Jones, Grace Jones, Cabaret
Voltaire or Tom Tom Club who want to go house,
who did they ask?
“I never worked with Michael Jackson though,”
Jefferson laughs, perhaps knowing in this
interview he’ll once again be reduced to the same
acronym, MJ. “The mistake of house music was
pushing the artist to the background. Like, at
least I made sure everyone got money, and got
paid.” He tells a story of meeting Kym Mazelle
in a club, who told him she could sing, and her
belting it out from the diaphragm like a pro in
Marshall’s basement studio.
“Everybody would come over, it was Bam Bam’s
house. And we would make music over there, we
couldn’t afford keyboard players. I would play
it at 40bpm, and speed it up to 120bpm, and I
would lengthen the notes, because if you don’t, it
comes out all sta-sta-sta, but if you lengthen the
notes it comes bam-bam-baaaaam, so everybody
learned how to do it like that. And people would
think, ‘Oh, I’m smarter than Marshall, I could do
that too’.”
Where did you get that from?
“Led Zeppelin,” Jefferson says.
“Say it like it is,” adds Sleezy D.
“A lot of people don’t know,” Jefferson
continues. “The first album was at normal
speed, every album after that is sped up to make
themselves sound like better musicians. I could
hear it, but no-one else could. There’s conclusive,
indisputable truth that they did this. The sound
remains the same, and if you listen to the album
on Spotify, anywhere, and you watch them
playing live in a movie, you’ll notice the movie is
always slower, that’s because they sped up their
performance on tape. They couldn’t speed up the
movie, that’s at normal speed, Robert Plant’s
voice isn’t so high. The drums have a different
sound, the keyboards sound like Stevie Wonder.
Led Zeppelin found the magic touch.”
So your piano on ‘Move Your Body’ is like that?
“I played that at 40bpm, and sped it up to
122bpm.”
08. A legend has solid crew
“I like that you give everyone their own credit,”
Sleezy D says. “Everyone does have their own
skillset, but I wouldn’t take it so humbly.”
Jefferson assisted Mazelle, and many other
ravers to become stars, getting deals with major
labels.
“Now, some dumb-ass DJs took all the money and

never gave the singers credit at all.” And yes, he
does name a few names, which appear in the new
book, Diary Of A DJ, which we’re here to discuss,
where he’s collaborated with an equally humble
gentlemen, Ian Snowball, who is a Wikipedia all
of his own on acid house. Snowball has written
a previous 30 books (yes, 30), including Specific
State ’89 about Centreforce, the pirate radio
station now on DAB, recently optioned to become
a feature film. And this one is a blinder. Marshall
is emphatic: “It’s not the story of house”.
Instead, the pages contain the secret code to
house music.
“It’s a great book, it’s not meant to be a history
of house music, it’s my history,” he says.
“It is the diary of a DJ who has been there since
the beginning, though,” Sleezy D says.
09. A legend leaves a legacy
There are hints of Marshall Jefferson in all our
music today. Physical factors resonate too. We
joke about his suite in Berlin — the Marshall
Jefferson Suite — in the room he used to stay in,
playing Tresor for Dimitri Hegemann back in the
early East meets West days, which have largely
given Berlin its contemporary techno haven
identity.
10. A legend knows their disco
“When Frankie Knuckles first opened the
Warehouse, that’s what he was playing, disco,”
Jefferson says. “That’s what we were hearing
in high school. Skatt Bros, ‘Walk The Night’
drrrrrr daarrrrrr. Visage, ‘Frequency Seven’:
da da da duhhhh. ‘Trans-Europe Express’,
Kraftwerk, our freakout punk days, they played
everything. Everything used to be played on one
dancefloor.”

•Diary Of A DJ by
Marshall Jefferson,
with Ian Snowball,
is out now.
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